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ABSTRACT
In current world, the technology has changed the full state of the manufacturing industries. Electrochemical
discharge machining process is an untraditional hybrid machining process typically used to machine electrically
non-conductive materials. The research work related to significant factors concerning the processing of such kind of
materials has increased. The main aim of this paper is to present a literature survey on the factors which affects the
metal removal rate and surface finish in machining of electrically non-conductive materials. The main factors say
inductance and powder mixed electrolyte are examined. The conclusion specifies that the controlled usage of
inductance lays active outcome on the metal removal rate and machining rate. Electrolyte with contents of powder
decreases the surface roughness of the machined surface.
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I INTRODUCTION
The untraditional machining processes are becoming popular because of their flexibility and controlled parameters.
Electrochemical discharge machining process provides a feasible substitute of traditional machining for processing
of electrically nonconductive materials. Electrochemical discharge machining which is hybrid process machining
works when the voltage which is supplied to the circuit crosses the critical limit and discharge initiates between the
electrode & surrounding electrolyte. With the time, a lot of new parameters have been introduced to enhance the
performance of the process. Slots, complex surfaces and micro-holes can be produced in large numbers, in a single
work piece with the help of ECDM. These actions are also performed by using traditional machining techniques but
the problems generally faced are tool wear, rigidity problem of the tool and heat generation at the tool and work
piece interface. Sometimes, it is difficulty to produce complex shapes by using traditional techniques [1]. The
influential factors of bubbles reaction are ion translation rate, the electrolyte immersing depth and the concentration
of the alkali [2]. The ultra-short pulses and high off-time group pulses are suggested for enhancing the accuracy and
surface finish [3]. A number of researches have been conducted on different parameters to check the positive change
in the machining speed and metal removal rate. Previously, FEM centered thermal model was used to validate metal
removal rate of soda lime glass work piece and alumina work piece which shows MRR increase with increase in
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duty factor and energy partition for both work pieces. The increase in MRR is found to increase with increase in
electrolyte concentration due to ECDM of soda lime glass work piece material. Also, the change in the value of
MRR for soda lime glass with concentration is found to be more than that of alumina. As the duty factor and energy
partition increases, MRR also increases for both soda lime glass and alumina work piece material [4]. Even though
this technology presents several interesting properties like easiness, flexibility and the opportunity to achieve very
smooth machined surfaces but it has one severe weakness that is reproducible machining is very rare to achieve. The
unstable gas film around the tool electrode is formed in which the necessary electrical discharges for machining take
place. Machining on same assembly with same circumstances results in varied distributed patterns and also gas film
repetitively fluctuates. By lowering the critical voltage, machining at lower voltage is possible and additional
reproducible machining can be achieved by adding liquid soap into the electrolyte but machining time rises [5]. The
opportunities of using ECDM technology are studied from several sides.

II BASIC PRINCIPLE AND EXPERIMENTAL MECHANISM
The ECDM process which was introduced in the early 1990s has now emerged as an important untraditional
machining process. The processing of work piece starts with the discharge between anode and cathode. The early
stage of the process starts in the middle of 20th century but the thought of using it for machining non-conducting
materials by revealed by Karafuji and Suda [6]. As the process was getting its edge the numerous researcher starts
working in this new field. A supplementary comprehensive investigation of material removal during ECDM and
other treatments of ECD were presented by Allesu [7]. As far as the working is concerned it works when the voltage
is provided past critical limit to the circuit and discharge initiates between the electrode and adjacent electrolyte.
Electrochemical discharge machining process is a joint effect of two processes namely electro-chemical machining
(ECM) in which metal is removed by electrochemicalprocess used for machining of extremely hard electrically
conductive materials and electrical discharge machining (EDM) in which metal is removed by quick current
discharges between two electrodes which are separated by a dielectricliquid and subject to an electric voltage. From
the analysis of the effect of ECM, it has been found that the following two types of reactions typically follow in the
system [8]:
(i) Electrochemical reactions at the electrode
(ii) Chemical reactions in the electrolyte
The electrochemical reaction occurs at the metal electrolyteboundary layers and the transfer of ions in the
electrolyticsolution takes place by dispersion, movement in an electrical field and convection in the flow. The usual
types of reaction at the cathode are [9]:
(i)

Plating of metal ions
M++e-→ M

(ii)

Evolution of hydrogen gas
2H++2e-→ H (in acidic solution)
2H2O + 2e-→2 (OH)- + H2 (alkaline sol.)
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There will be two types of anodic reaction:
(i)

Dissolution of metal ions in the electrolytic solution
M-→ M++e

(ii)

Oxygen gas evolution at the auxiliary electrode surface
2H2O→O2+4H++4e-(acidic electrolyte)
4(OH)-→ 2H2O + O2+4e- (alkaline electrolyte)

The voltage is supplied beyond critical limit to the circuit and discharge initiates between the electrode &
surrounding electrolyte. But in reality the working of this hybrid machining process starts with the action of the gas
bubbles which are formed after the reaction of the electrode with electrolyte solution. These bubble acts as a layer
between tool and work piece which further help in sparking and removes the metal in the form of erosion. The rate
of generation of hydrogen gas bubbles is very high in the vicinity of the tool. The tool is immersed to 2±3 mm below
the upper level of the electrolytic solution. The metal removal rate in ECDM is lower because of the larger inter
electrode gap. The voltage at which the sparking starts will depend upon the concentration and conductivity of the
electrolyte and the tool geometry. The leading mechanism in the process is confined heating of the work-piece by
the electrochemical discharges. Material removal is attained by concentrated heating of the work piece surface
which in result initially melts and then vaporization takes place. The smoothening effect is given with the help of
chemical action. So basically the metal removal rate includes following main steps [10]:


electrochemical discharges initiates melting and vaporization



chemical etching at high-temperature



random thermal stresses and micro cracking



expanding gases and electrolytic effect gives mechanical blow

III SIGNIFICANCES OF INPUT PARAMETERS
The division and prominence of the cutting or machining of the materials depends on the changed parametric
groupings of the machining parameters. Electrolytic concentration, current, voltage, conductivity of the working
fluid etc. are some parameters which influence the metal removal rate and work piece surface in ECDM process.
Some of the timeworn and some cutting-edge parameters are discussed in the continuing part of the research paper.
3.1 Effect on Metal Removal Rate
Most vital factor in the machining of any material with any process is the amount of metal removed throughout the
process. There are a number of factors which affects the metal removal rate in the electrochemical discharge
machining process.The controlled usage of parameters is really very important. The range of the parameters puts
significant effect on the machined output. The metal removal rate increases with increase in supply voltage, increase
in concentration of electrolyte and decrease in inter electrode gap [11]. The electrolytic concentration and voltage
has a big role in affecting the MRR. For maximum material to be removed, the parametric combination of 70 V DC
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supply, 80 g/l electrolyteand at least 180 mm gap between anode and cathode is required [12].The metal removal
rate in machining e glass fibre epoxy composite is lower when the gap between tool and anode is higher i.e. nearly
200 mm and the concentration of the electrode is lower i.e. 65 g/l [13]. During machining of glass, inductance
affects the machining rate at different levels of electrolyte [14].In metallic contact opening, the regular discharge
requires a voltage of the order of 10 V and the duration of the discharge depends on the voltage as well as the energy
delivered by the inductance of the circuit. To calculate the theoretical metal removal rate it is necessary that value of
L should be recognized which can be calculated as L = Lo + L1. Here Lo is the inherent line inductance and L1 is the
additional inductance [15].In the most positive conditions, the electrical breakdown of the gases occurs when the
lowest value of the voltage difference between the electrodes lies in the range of 280-300 V while in electrochemical
discharge machining the discharge initiates in the voltage range of 20-40 V which cannot be categories as general
electrical breakdown of gas and termed as switching process.The discharge duration satisfies the relationship: td =
1/10 L Ih where L is the circuit inductance [16]. It was observed earlier that circuit inductance plays an important
role in material transfer during the switching of metallic contact [17].The ECDM phenomenon was analyzed as a
switching process between the tool and electrolyte. It was found that an extra control parameter can be obtained by
introducing an additional inductance in the circuit. It was clear that the machining rate decreases gradually with time
and stops after reaching a particular depth. This is due to the transient bubble behavior at the tool-electrolyte
interface. Therefore it was decided to opt for the calculation of a representative frequency. A high value of the added
inductance (more than 200 mH), caused splashing of the electrolyte during discharge and as a result a decreased
MRR was observed. Then it was finalized that the added inductance will be less than 200 mH for attaining better
MRR.

3.2 Effect on Surface Roughness
The generation of the quality surface finish in the machining of electrically non-conductive materials

The hydrogen film model and single
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particle charge model can explain the role of the particles in the electrolyte which decreases the spark ignition
voltage [20-22]. The spark energy per single discharge pulse decreases due to critical breakdown strength which is
reduced by the presence of conductive particles within the hydrogen film. This breakdown is because of local
electric field intensification due to attachment on the tool electrode and dynamic particle movements. The dielectric
strength of the film is reduced by the presence of conductive particle. In the accepted ECDM process, the locally
concentrated spark energy causes irregularity of machined surface due to the micro cracks, local fracture, and
breakage of the work piece. By use of the conductive particles (graphite powder), there were evident decreases of
micro cracks and fractures on the machined surface of the work piece. The surface becomes fine and smooth at 0.5
and 1.0 wt. % powder concentration. However, when the concentration is above 2.0 wt. %, micro cracks were
developed. The use of conductive particle in the electrolyte in electrochemical discharge machining process gives a
better surface finish rather than using solo electrolyte concentration.

IV CONCLUDING REMARKS
The subsequent deduction can be drawn with concern to the effects of input parameters on the machining of
electrically non-conductive materials:


This machining process can be used to machine hard and brittle electrically non-conductive materials
which are very difficult to machine with the help of traditional machining processes.



Significant efforts have been made to understand the phenomenon of the metal removal mechanism in the
electrochemical discharge machining process. The main factors which are discussed in the paper are
inductance and electrolyte with conductive powder contents.



The controlled usage of inductance and will increase the machining rate and enhances the metal removal
rate in a very progressive manner.



The surface eminence is powerfully increased with the usage of powder contents in electrolyte. Conductive
particle mixed electrolyte decreases the micro cracks and fractures on the machined surface of the work
piece.
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